
The ultraviolet Spetrum of HS1700+6416 revisitedUlrih Sperhake1, Dieter Reimers11Hamburger Sternwarte, Gojenbergsweg 112, D-21029 HamburgAbstrat. New UV spetra of the bright (V = 16.1), high redshift (zem = 2:72)quasar HS1700+6416 with improved S/N = 10..20 overing most of the range be-tween 1150 �A and 2330 �A have been taken with the GHRS (resolution FWHM = 0.77�A) and the FOS (1.44 �A). In the light of reently published, high resolution optialdata, they are analyzed with partiular emphasis on neon and sulphur abundanesas well as absorption systems at lower redshifts.Observed olumn densities for a wide variety of ions provide useful onstraints for2-omponent loud models onsisting of a high and a low density phase photoionizedby a metagalati radiation �eld.Disrepanies between predited and measured olumn densities for high-ionizationspeies (OVI, NeVII, NeVIII) observed at higher redshift an be overome by the ap-pliation of a harder ionizing �eld. This modi�ation, though, leads to only slightlydi�erent heavy element abundanes.Sine a high metalliity of the strongest omponent of the absorber omplex atz = 2:315 has been derived from optial data by Tripp et al. [4℄, their model hasbeen heked for onsisteny with results from the new UV data.1 Results1. Absorption Systems: A new MLS at z = 0:09 has been found on thebasis of strong but blended absorption for Ly� and the C IV doublet. Thisredshift oinides well with z = 0:086 of a galaxy deteted at 1100 (i.e. �30kp; H0 = 50 kms�1/Mp) from HS1700 by Reimers et al. [3℄.2. Photoionization Models: Assuming photoionization, loud models un-der the inuene of a metagalati radiation �eld as omputed by Haardt &Madau [2℄ for di�erent redshifts have been onstruted with Ferland's ioniza-tion ode CLOUDY [1℄. The loud models onsist of two regions of di�erenthydrogen density : low- (LIP) and high-ionization phase (HIP).In some ases these models fail to produe suÆient amounts of highly ionizedelements (OVI, NeVII, NeVIII). If the orresponding measured olumn den-sities are real, a harder radiation �eld obtained by dereasing the He II-edgeby a fator of 3 leads to adequate amounts of highly ionized elements. Thismodi�ation, though, has no signi�ant e�et on the metal abundanes, apartfrom neon, for whih a slightly larger value has been found.



3. The Absorber Complex at z = 2:315: Tripp et al. [4℄ derive [M/H℄= �0.45 for the strongest omponent of this system from a one-phase loudmodel. Adopting their model, we were not able to reprodue the wide varietyof di�erent ionization stages observed in the new UV data, whih suggeststhe introdution of an additional HIP. Information from UV data of higherresolution are required to derive preise metal abundanes, but prominent ab-sorption by various ions inluding S III and Ne IV and orrespondingly highobserved metal olumn densities indiate the possibility of a high metalliityof this system.4. Evolution of Metal Abundanes with Redshift: In general, met-al abundanes inrease with dereasing redshift with [M/H℄ � �2 at z = 2,[M/H℄ � �1 at z = 1 and values slightly below solar at z = 0:5 (see Table1). The investigation of the system at z = 2:315, however, indiates, thatexeptions from this trend do our. If the measured olumn densities of high-ionization speies are real, neon abundanes would be greater by �0.3 dex(higher [Ne/H℄ value is given in parentheses).Exept for the absorber at z = 0:8643, no signi�ant overabundane of O andN relative to C as ompared with solar values has been found. Aording tothe models, though, Si, Mg, S and in partiular Ne are enrihed relative to C.However, unresolved saturation of the strong C, N and O lines and/or unre-ognized blending of Si, S and Ne lines might result in an arti�ial enrihmentof the latter elements.Table 1. Metal abundanes derived from two omponent loud models.z 2.168 1.8451 1.1574 0.8643 0.722 0.5524[O/H℄ �2.15 �1.7 �1.2 �0.4 �0.75 �0.55[C/H℄ �2.15 �1.6 �1.3 �1.2 �0.95 �0.55[N/H℄ �2.05 �1.8 �1.5 �0.9 �0.65 �0.2[S/H℄ �1.7 �1.5 �0.9 �0.25 �0.5[Si/H℄ �0.7 �0.85 �0.25[Ne/H℄ �1.3(�1.0) �1.2(�0.9) �0.9(�0.6)[Mg/H℄ �0.6 �0.55 �0.4Aknowledgements. We are grateful to the EC for funding the partiipation ofUlrih Sperhake.Referenes[1℄ Ferland G. J., 1993, University of Kentuky Department of Physis and Astron-omy, internal report[2℄ Haardt F., Madau P., 1996, ApJ 461, 20[3℄ Reimers D., Clavel J., Groote D. et al., 1989, A&A 218, 71[4℄ Tripp T. M., Lu L., & Savage B. D., 1997, ApJS, aepted


